
PROPERTIES OF CERTAIN SPACES
OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

MINAKETAN DAS

1. A. C. Offord [3] has discussed the behaviour of Frechet's space

5 of entire functions. He has shown that "most" (viz. those belonging

to a set whose complement is of the first category in ff) entire func-

tions behave in a rather wild manner.

In this note we show that "most" entire functions of ff

(i) are of lower order zero,

(ii) possess certain properties which are ordinarily met with the

polynomials "only" (cf. (1), (2) and (3) below).

We mention here some of the properties of the space J, viz:

(a) A sequence of entire functions is convergent if it converges

uniformly on every closed bounded set of the complex plane.

(b) JF is a complete metric space.

(c) The set of all polynomials is dense in 5.

It follows from (b) that ff is of the second category. The properties

(a), (b) and (c) happens to be possessed by the space T of all entire

functions, considered by V. Ganapathy Iyer in [2].

Our methods are variants of those of Offord, who like us, uses only

the properties (a)-(c) mentioned above. As such all his results and

those below hold for Iyer's space too.

We denote the number of zeros of a function/(z) in the open region

\z\ <r by w*(r,/); also N denotes a fixed positive integer. We prove

Theorem. Let n, r2, rz, ■ ■ ■ be an increasing and unbounded set of

positive constants. Then there is a set ff* of entire functions whose comple-

ment is of the first category in 3\ LetfE'S*. Then.

(1) nin,f)-n*irk,fW)^N, ifW=d»f/dz»),
(2-a)  (log rk)n*irk, f)=log Min, f),

(2-b)  (log rk)nirk, f)=log Mirk, f), and

(3) Mirk,fW)r»<Mirk,f)^l
for an infinity of k in each case. The sets of k's depend on f and are not

necessarily the same in the above.

(4) Each f of 5* has lower order zero.

We shall first prove a

Lemma. If {/„(z)} is a sequence of entire functions which converge

to fiz) on every bounded closed set, then there is an integer v' =vir) (de-

pending on r) such that
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n*(r,f) ^ n*(r,fy) g n(r,/v) ^ n(r,f)   forallv>v'.

Proof of the Lemma. Let fi, f2, • • • , f* denote the distinct zeros

of / in \z\ <r and f*+i, • • • , $k+k> those on \z\ =r. By a well-known

theorem of Hurwitz, these points together and these only are the

limit points of the zeros of the sequence {/,}. We enclose each f, by

sufficiently small neighbourhoods N, and choose

v,     (s=l,2,---,k + k')

such that

(a) the N, are nonoverlapping,

(b) Nu • • • , Nk lie in \z\ <r and

(c) if f„ is an ra-fold zero of /(z), N, contains exactly m zeros

(counted according to their multiplicities) of each/, for v>ve.

Only the zeros of a finite number of {/„}, say with v <va, He in the

region which is the complement of NiVJ • • ■ yJNk+k> in \z\ 5^r.

Further an infinity of /„ may vanish in those parts of A^+i, Nk+2, • • • ,

Nk+k> which lie on either side of \z\ =r. The lemma follows on taking

v(r) = Maxell, vu ■ ■ ■ , vk+k'}.

2. We take up the relation (1) to be proved. For this, let {/„(z)}

be any sequence of entire functions which converge to an arbitrarily

given entire function /(z) on each of the closed sets \z\ = rn

(« = 1, 2, • • • ). By the maximum modulus principle and the ele-

mentary property of inclusion of bounded sets in a system of con-

centric circles, it follows that {/,} converges to/ "in ff." Let Ep be the

sets of entire functions for which

(2.1) n(rp, F) - n*(rp, F<»>) ^ N + 1

holds. By our lemma, Ep is closed and hence,

Sp = U E,
v i p

is also closed. Let

S= U £,        (p=l,2,---).
p

If

co

f(z)   =   Y, OkZh
k—0

be any arbitrarily given entire function, let
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m

gmiz)   =   JZ 1kZk.
k=0

Clearly gm(z) belongs to the complement of Ep for all sufficiently large

p since the relation

nir, gm) - n*ir, gm) g N

holds for all sufficiently large r. Thus gm belongs to the complement

of Sp in [F for every p. But / is any entire function and hence the

complement of &p is everywhere dense in JF. Thus &P is a frontier set.

But every &p is closed. Therefore each &p is nondense. S is, therefore,

the union of a denumerable infinity of nondense sets; that is, 8 is of

the first category.

Suppose d> satisfies (2.1) for p = k. Then qbEEk>, for k'^k, i.e.

4> E Si C 6.

Conversely, if </>£S, then (j>E&k for some K, i.e. d>EEk' for k'^k.

Hence <p satisfies (2.1) for all large p. Thus

S = {/; nirp,f) - n*irp,f™) > N   forp> p0if)}

is of the first category. So are each of the following sets.

8* = {/; (log rp)n*irp,f)/log Mirp,f) < 1 - 1/k,    for p > PiikJ)},

Kk = {/; (log rp)nirp,f)/log M(rp,f) > 1 + 1/k,    for p > p2ik,f)},

S = {/; Mirp,fW)rNp/Mirp,f) < 1,    forp> pt(J)},

Sk= {f; log log Mirp,f)/log rp > 1/k,    for p > p^k, f)},

8 = gj KJ g2 KJ g3 KJ ■ ■ ■ ,

3C = 3d KJ 3C2 KJ Xi VJ • • • and

3 = SiKJ g2KJ gzKJ ■ ■ ■ .

If \p does not belong to S, then -ij lies outside Sp for every p, i.e. \p

does not belong to E, for an infinity of v. Hence \p violates (2.1) for

an infinity of p. Let,

j* = $ - (g VJ g U X KJ S KJ 3).

By the above, for any xp belonging to SF*, (2.1) is violated for an in-

finity of p. This proves part (1) of our theorem. The relations (2-a),

(2-b) and (3) are similarly verified for any ^GJ*. Now $ is precisely

the set of those entire functions whose lower orders are positive, and

the proof of our theorem is complete.
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